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ABSTRACT

Various competitiveness reports on tourism have ranked Japan as one of the most visited countries in Asia. Along with South Korea and Singapore, Japan offers many unique traits to the tourists. Since the establishment of “Kihinkai” (lit. Welcome Society), Japan’s first organization to engage with foreign tourists, the country has succeeded in developing various sectors in tourism such as heritage sites, nature-based tourism, religious sites, and urban tourism. Tokyo Metropolis, as the capital of Japan, is one of the best examples in urban tourism sector. Hotel occupancy in Tokyo has risen around 80% in the last decade, showing high growth of tourism in the city. The aforementioned growth is supported by many factors, with one of them being advanced development of tourist attractions. The paper examines the spatial aspect of Tokyo’s nine most famous tourist attractions. The complexity of place, accessibility and the presence of surrounding amenities, as well as the ambience or atmosphere offered by the attractions are the components analyzed to form a set of characteristics that define the character of Tokyo’s tourist attractions. The result shows that the samples offer wide range of spatial attributes intended for different type of users. The compiled data can be used as a precedent study or preliminary guideline for other big cities in Japan or Asia to develop their potential of urban tourism.
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1. Introduction

Being a major metropolitan, Tokyo is not only famous for its financial activities. The flourishing tourism in 2000’s contributes significantly to the city’s economy (Sassen, 2001). The need for encouraging local people to travel for leisure activities, as well as for attracting more foreign tourists, have been heavily discussed by the government of Japan since the late 19th century (Leheny, 2003). “Visit Japan Campaign” or locally known as kihinkai was launched shortly afterward after a long period of isolating themselves from the international forum and took effects on many cities in Japan in a form of advancement in tourism environment (Kurihara & Okamoto, 2010). Ranking system conducted by Kurihara and Okamoto in 2010 shows that Japan sit in second position just behind Singapore, in term of positive points regarding tourism environment. Japan cities such as Tokyo, Osaka, Kyoto, and Sapporo develop several major tourist destinations that show unique character, for example Kyoto with its traditional Japanese feel and Sapporo with its back-to-nature concept. Tokyo, as the capital and gate of Japan, shows the concept of representing the nation through its tourism. In 2017, the government launched new slogan for Tokyo tourism: “Tokyo Tokyo Old Meets New”, with the first ‘Tokyo’ is written in old style font and the second ‘Tokyo’ is written in modern style font. This indicates that Tokyo offers various experiences ranging from modern urban life to traditional Japanese architecture.
Henderson (2017) explored the impacts of Tokyo’s attribute as Global City to its capacity as tourist destination. Public is often led to believe that global city status is always advantageous to urban tourism. However, his paper concluded that there is distinctiveness in Tokyo’s urban tourism in which it was derived from its long history and complex urban context, meanwhile the global city status is shorter process of moving the city into international market. Attractiveness of Tokyo’s urban tourism had been assessed by Ranaweerage, Arima, and Kikuchi (2018) through its historical dimension. The result shows five attributes: “seeing,” “buying,” “dining,” “gathering,” and “relaxing” to be the determinant factors of attractiveness. Through the study of urban development history, Horita (2018) remarked that urban tourism space in Japanese cities came all the way from massive urbanization period in post second world war era. Rapid development followed the high number of population resulting in better urban space that attracts tourists to come. In modern days, local people tend to be more active in managing their living space so that the infill tourism function does not interfere with the residential area. Furthermore, collaborative management from the locals was established to make sure the urban tourism is beneficial to them as well. Those researches more focus on messo to macro scale of urban tourism design and planning. As a complimentary to the aforementioned studies, this paper examines smaller details which is the spatial characters of each sample of urban tourism destination.

1.1 Urban Tourism in Tokyo

Co-existence between tourism and non-tourism purpose that beneficial towards the community has become one advantage of urban tourism. This advantage is shown in Tokyo where tourists can feel unique life of the city and the locals can get more financial opportunities. Moreover, balance mixture of modernism and traditionalism has made Tokyo very popular for wide range group of tourists. Younger visitors often feel attracted by the city’s modern urban landscape; meanwhile more senior visitors tend to enjoy unique culture and natural beauty of Tokyo (World Tourism Cities Federation, 2017). For ten years, the number of inbound tourist in Tokyo always shows significant inclination for almost each year since 2008. The only year that the number ever went down was in 2011, when earthquake disaster followed by tsunami hit the northeast coastline of Japan (Tokyo Metropolitan Government, 2018). However, the very next year, the number had climbed the chart again, thanks to the effort made by the Tokyo Metropolitan Government (TMG) that always put tourism one of their main priorities. In 2015, the government set numerical target to double the number of inbound tourists in 2020, following Tokyo’s appointment as host of Olympic and Paralympic Games 2020.

![Figure 1. Number of tourists visiting Tokyo](Source: Tokyo Metropolitan Government, 2018)
Six strategies were formulated by the TMG to achieve the ambitious target. The strategies are followed by several key points for each strategy with the main focus is on tourism planning and enhancement of revenues. However, since form and space play an important part in tourism development, architecture and urban design aspects are also mentioned in the strategies. For example is the promotion of ryokan or traditional Japanese inns to more foreign visitors. This point aims to generate more accommodation options for the tourist. The next strategy is to enhance the attractiveness of Tokyo’s bay area as tourist destination, the planning point for this area include Yokohama, Tennozu, and Kunitachi. As a country famous for anime\(^1\), Tokyo has several spots that are frequently used as anime setting. This potential is emphasized to attract more tourists since anime is getting more and more popular around the world. Integration between tourist amenities and tourist destinations comes next on the strategy list. For example in Tama area, there is solid integration between accommodation, commercial, business, and leisure facilities. Shinjuku area shows similarity with the emphasis on the leisure facility, where you can find natural tourist spot, nightlife entertainment, offices, and traditional Japan-themed architecture in close proximity.

Senior citizens and people with disabilities are getting more attention in Tokyo tourism development. It shows that universal design becomes one of the strategies to attract more visitors. Since Tokyo is famous for visitors who come with their family, the application of universal design will add more comfort to their journey. Last but not least, the last effort on encouraging more tourists to visit Tokyo is expanding the tendency of municipality’s collaboration in forming tourism in greater Tokyo area. Currently, Central Tokyo, along with Yokohama and Odaiba, is forming one package of tourist destination. The proximity closeness and the integration of metro system between those areas are the key to expanding the stated collaboration.

1.2 Spatial Character in Tourist Destination

Architecture has played an important role on shaping and promoting urban tourism throughout the world. The most evident way on how architecture helps turning an urban area into tourist destination is shown by the high number of tourists that are attracted by local buildings or monuments (Cegar, 2014). This phenomenon is seen in European cities like Rome, Paris, and Athens. These cities have famous monumental buildings that shape the cities identities. With the advancement of technology in architecture, the attraction is not limited to historical buildings but also the product of modern architecture. For examples are cities like Dubai and Singapore, where exorbitant high rises and waterfront attract people to enjoy the city life. Those cities are evidence that architecture has become one of tourism prominent commodity. As architecture scope is not limited to single building, larger context such as urban or precinct design is also able on attracting tourists. According to Edwards, Griffin & Hayllar (2008), good physical form by means of architecture that creates identity to a place is able to pull people to visit specific precincts. According to e-Stat, a Portal Site of Official Statistics of Japan, 88% visitors of Tokyo mention sightseeing as their visit purpose. This shows that Tokyo offers visual satisfaction through distinctive spatial character on its tourist attraction.

Cited from Koran Merah, cyber news portal in Lombok, West Nusa Tenggara, there are currently 56 developing tourist villages spread around the island. The emergence phenomenon of tourist villages in Indonesia shows that there has been encouragement to turn a village which is usually a private neighborhood for the locals into something more

\(^1\) Japan’s original form of animation or cartoon.
public that able to welcome visitors. Beside the tendency of converting a private place into a public space, the inverse process could also happen usually in smaller scale architecture. For example there has been a surge in demand of private space in restaurant or the currently trending co-working space even though both places are categorized as public space (Manifesty & Afif, 2018). In tourist destinations, there are places with distinct border between its public and private realm, others leave the border vague, and other destinations tend to be more public than private or vice versa. In the United States, there are a lot of public spaces that turns into urban tourist attraction, for example New York’s Central Park, Chelsea’s High Lane, and Chicago’s Millenium Park (The Urban Phoenix, 2018). Several destinations in Tokyo convey the same form of urban tourist attraction as the aforementioned cities, some other destinations show various division of public and private realm.

Next thing that shapes the spatial character of tourist destination is the way it connects with the surrounding environment. When city has succeeded in fulfilling visitors need for leisure, it means that the city has turned into tourist destination (Giriwati, Homma, & Iki, 2016). Other interpretation is that city as tourist destination offers whole product of tourism which is a combination of attractions and services. Following the stated combination, Clare A. Gunn in his book titled *Tourism Planning: Basics, Concepts, and Cases*, formulated spatial concept and its components for tourist destination. The concept shows tourist attraction as main element sits on the middle with exact border and surrounded by supporting elements which include accessibility to the destination, access between the destination and its surrounding, and nearby attractions and accommodations (Gunn, 2002). As Tokyo offers various kinds of tourist attractions, from traditional to modern style, it is interesting to examine the spatial pattern of the attractions.

The third characteristic involves the complexity of space and its relation to the space’s functionality. One of mandatory qualities in architecture according to Vitruvius is about functionality. Several aspects need to be looked at to achieve functionality in an architecture work. The first aspect is related to the utility of a building or an area, such as the existence of fire protective and evacuation system in a high rise building is a must. The second aspect is about space integration within the precinct. Even a simple coffee shop must show good integration between space where the customers sit and enjoy their drinks with the space where the barista prepare the drinks. Some coffee shops have those two space integrated in one big room so that the customers would enjoy the coffee-making process, others prefer to separate them completely by putting it into two rooms so that both function can have its own ‘privacy. As a more complex place compared to the coffee shop analogy, to create good space integration in tourism precinct is mandatory since it plays a vital part in generating the visitors’ spatial contextual awareness. Hence, it is more advised to make less complicated space arrangements in tourist destinations. It is because complexity is often associated with disorganized place in which people might get easily confused inside it (Salingaros, 2014).

Last but not least in spatial characteristic of tourist destination is about a destination image which is linked with the motive for tourist to visit a destination. Even though it is intangible, image of a place is the first driving tool for a tourist to select a destination (Baloglu & W.McCleary, 1999). Destination image refers to general or specific ideas that a person has of a particular destination. Logically, every tourist has this destination image before they actually visit a destination. The source of the aforementioned image comes from wide range such as advertisement, stories from other people who have been to the destination, collected information from the media, and so on. Even though destination image is an image perceived by particular person, how a
tourist attraction promotes itself plays an important role. The atmosphere or ambience created by the attraction gives impression to the person who sees the attraction, even just from a photograph. The person than translate it into their own destination image that influence their behavior intention (Pratt et al., 2017).

1.3 Objective of the Study

The aim of this research is to imperatively recognize the distinctive spatial feature(s) of Tokyo’s famous tourist attractions. The analysis on this study tries to extract information from comparative study of several tourist attractions in Tokyo. In accordance with the research aim, several objectives are set for this publication: 1. To gain better understanding of urban tourism development in Tokyo and; 2. To gain insight on what actually makes several tourist attractions in Tokyo very attractive to tourists, from the perspective of architecture and urban design. From direct observation, there are at least four key attractions in Tokyo. They are temple and shrine, public parks, neighborhood, and landmark buildings. Samples of those key attractions are observed thoroughly to formulate list of spatial character of Tokyo’s famous tourist attractions. The author wishes that the result of this study can be used as a supporting guideline for other potential cities to develop their urban tourism.

2. Methodology

Sampling method was conducted in this study to formulate the desired outcome. To decide the sample, study literature on Tokyo’s key attraction mentioned on previous chapter was conducted and nine tourist destinations in Tokyo were chosen to be analyzed. According to Tokyo Tourism Strategy Action Plan 2017, tourism activity is most flourished at Shinjuku/Okubo, Asakusa, Ginza, Akihabara and Shibuya. Akihabara, Ueno, and Odaiba are Tokyo’s second busiest districts in term of tourism (Tokyo Metropolitan Government, 2017). Nine destinations inside those areas are chosen to be the sample and to be analyzed regarding their spatial character. Those destinations are: (a) Shinjuku Gyoen, the largest national park of Tokyo area which famous for momiji\(^2\) and sakura viewing; (b) Shibuya Crossing, famous intersection that is often appear in anime and located in Shibuya, major commercial and business center. This crossing is also home to the famous Hachiko statue; (c) Omotesando, one of Tokyo’s shopping street filled with luxurious shops; (d) Tokyo Tower, once was the tallest structure in Tokyo and today remains as notable landmark of the city; (e) DiverCity of Odaiba, shopping mall located at Odaiba, one of Tokyo’s leading tourist spots, that combines Japan-themed goods and international brands. Since 2012, the front yard of the mall has been displaying a life-size Gundam\(^3\) statue; (f) Odawara Castle, a magnificent symbol of Odawara City, closest city to Tokyo that can be reached by Shinkansen; (g) Yamashita Park, a waterfront park located at Yokohama, municipality near Tokyo that is well known as Japan’s prominent port city; (h) Tokyo Skytree, the tallest structure in Tokyo that has become the city’s newest landmark; (i) Sensoji Temple, one of the biggest and most significant Buddhist temple in Tokyo and Nakamise-dori, a street towards the temple that is filled with traditional Japanese shops.

All those tourist destinations are observed directly with qualitative and quantitative approach from four aspects. Qualitative approach includes descriptive explanatory from photos and place-centered mapping data. While quantitative approach

---

\(^2\) When the leaves of certain trees turn red and yellow during the autumn season.

\(^3\) Giant robot character from famous Japanese anime with the same title.
includes calculation of the total topological depth of each destination. The first one is the division and distinction of public-private realm within those destinations. This aspect shows whether people can roam around the destinations freely or not (Georgiou, 2006). Moreover, it shows how permeable the destinations are for the visitors. The next aspect is related to accessibility and amenities. Tourism environment is mostly composed by two things, attractiveness and supporting services such as accommodation and transportation (Kurihara & Okamoto, 2010). Based on Gunn’s theory of spatial concept in tourist destination, this study looks upon those two things in the destinations which include main attraction of the each destination, nearby attractions (within the radius of 1km), main entrance(s), and metro or local train access. Data for this aspect is shown in series of radial maps with 1km radius and the destination is placed at the center of the map. The third aspect is the complexity of space which is shown by simple space syntax analysis of total depth.

Total depth, calculated using justified graph, shows the topological depth from a specific node to other nodes within a place (Dawes & Ostwald, 2013). For this study, the starting node is the nearest access to the destination. Higher total depth value indicates more ‘rooms’ are available within the destination and hence generates more complex relationship between each ‘room’. The last aspect concerns about the ambience or atmosphere of the destination. This aspect describes the intended image of the destination, whether the destination creates atmosphere for a family vacation, urban life enthusiast, or for shoppers. Series of photographs is presented for this aspect, to get clear pictures of the ambience. Comparison of all four aspects is used to formulate the spatial character of Tokyo’s famous tourist attractions.

3. Result and Discussion

3.1 Distinction of the Public and Private Realm

Based on direct observation on the location, the most common way on dividing the two realms is through the existing of entrance fee. Some areas are considered private if you need to pay to go inside and considered public if you don’t have to pay to enjoy the destination. The level of privacy varies according the type of the ticket. Some tickets allow you to visit the destination repeatedly in one day; some others only allow you to go inside once per ticket per day. Other way on identifying the realms is through the type of the attraction itself. If the attraction takes form of buildings, for example a shopping mall, they usually display clear distinction of front and back of the house. Front of the house (FoH) refers to space dedicated to the customers which can be considered public, whereas back of the house (BoH) refers to space dedicated to the staffs which can be considered private. Below is the table showing the distinction of the public and private realm in each attraction:
Table 1. Public and Private Realm Division in Tokyo’s Famous Tourist Attraction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attraction</th>
<th>Admission Fee</th>
<th>Public-Private Realm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shinjuku Gyoen</td>
<td>200 yen, all area</td>
<td>All public with the payment of admission fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shibuya Crossing</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>All public and free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omotesando Hills</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>All public and free along the street. Clear division of public and private realm inside the malls following the BoH and FoH structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo Tower</td>
<td>Free (until the 5th floor), 900 yen (main deck), and 2800 yen (main + top deck)</td>
<td>More private with higher admission fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiverCity of Odaiba</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Clear division of public and private realm inside the malls following the BoH and FoH structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odawara Castle</td>
<td>650 yen to enter the castle</td>
<td>All public with the payment of admission fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamashita Park</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Mostly public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo Skytree</td>
<td>2060 yen</td>
<td>Mostly public with payment of admission fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensoji Temple and Nakamise-dori</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Mostly public</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Summary* Most of Tokyo’s famous tourist attractions offer a public area where people don’t have to pay to enjoy the place. However the size of the public space differs from one another.

(Source: Author’s analysis, 2018)

3.2 *Accessibility and Surrounding Amenities*

Based on literature study, these two elements are supporting one of tourism products, services. Accessibility of certain destinations can be observed from two points, the first one is in micro scale which concerns the entrance(s) of the tourist attraction. Most of the attractions have more than one entrance, showing high permeability. Others show less entrance, following higher privacy as indicated on point 3.1. The second point refers to macro scale which concerns on how people get to the destination. In the case of Tokyo, the macro scale accessibility relates to the availability of nearby metro station. Similar to micro scale accessibility, the number of nearby metro stations also varies. Some has only one direct metro station and others have more than one local station.

Beside accessibility, services in urban tourism are related to amenities. In this study, definition of amenities is limited to nearby, more localized tourist attractions. The objective is to relate with the previous accessibility point. The place-centered mapping shows that there are several other attractions around the subject within 1 kilometer radius. It indicates if tourists visit a subject, they will be able to explore other attractions.
easily on foot. Below is the table showing the accessibility and amenities feature for each attraction:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attraction</th>
<th>Entrance(s)</th>
<th>Major Nearby Attractions</th>
<th>1km radius map</th>
<th>Legend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shinjuku Gyoen</td>
<td>Three gates: 2 gates at the north and 1 gate at the south. Medium permeability</td>
<td>Hanazono Park, Tokyo Toy Museum, Takashimaya (Shopping Mall), Meiji Jingu (Sports Complex)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shibuya Crossing</td>
<td>Completely open space. High permeability</td>
<td>Shibuya Hikari (shopping mall), Konno hachiman Gu Temple, Cosmo Planetarium, Center Gai and Koen Dori (Shopping Streets), Bunkamura (Museum), and Spain Slope (Pedestrian)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omotesando Hills</td>
<td>Along the street of Omotesando. High permeability</td>
<td>Several Art Museums, Several Fancy Restaurants, Takeshita Dori (Shopping Street), Oriental Bazaar (Souvenir Shop), and Meiji &amp; Togu Shrine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo Tower</td>
<td>Along the Tokyo Tower street. Medium permeability</td>
<td>Tomo Memorial Park, Shiba Park, Zoinji (temple), Roppongi (entertainment district)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiverCity of Odaiba</td>
<td>Along the street at the north of DiverCity. High permeability</td>
<td>Museum of Maritime Science, Metropolitan Park, West and Center Promenade, Fuji TV Building (entertainment district), Pallette Town (shopping mall), Aomichoufuto Park</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odawara Castle</td>
<td>Three gates: 1 gate at the north, 1 at the west, and 1 at the south. Medium permeability</td>
<td>Hotoku and Odawara Museum, Haruno Odawara (shopping mall), Komine Garden, Several Buddhist Temple, Entrance to Hakone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Yamashita Park  Along the Yamashita street, south of the destination. High permeability  Daini Park, NYK Maritime Museum, Red Brick Warehouse (heritage site) Cup Noodle Museum

Tokyo Skytree  From the 4th Floor of Tokyo Skytree Town. Medium permeability  Tobacco Museum, Asakusa (Heritage District)

Sensoji Temple and Nakamise-dori  Along the street at the south of AquaCity. High permeability  Several fancy cafes, Hanayashiki Amusement Park

| Summary | Most of the study objects have multiple entrance system. This system indicates high permeability since it’s very easy for visitors to enter the place. It also shows high level of accessibility since the entrances face different street. Within 1km radius, there are at least seven smaller scale attractions around the main one. |

(Source: Author’s analysis, 2018)

3.3 Complexity of Space

It is stated on the literature study that one aspect to be considered regarding the functionality in architecture is space integration. The space integration is related to visitor’s spatial awareness which is very important in a tourist attraction. Space syntax approach is used to find the Total Depth (TD) value of the attractions. Higher TD value indicates more complexity and less space integration. The samples show different TD values and the range is quite wide between the lowest values to the highest one. The attractions that have lowest values are Shinjuku Gyoen and Yamashita Park. Both are functioning as public space as well as tourist attraction. This might be the reason for the low TD value in public parks, since they usually have few separated spaces that make the complexity of the place tend to be low. Moreover, public space is required to provide easy navigation for the people to enjoy.

The highest TD values are found in commercial-related tourist attractions. Places like malls and towers have many ‘rooms’ occupied by various tenants, thus integration among the ‘rooms’ are harder to achieve. In the middle, there are attractions that have medium TD value. Shibuya Crossing, Odawara Castle, and Sensoji Temple show this characteristic. Those places can be considered as public space, but compared to Shinjuku Gyoen and Yamashita Park, those places are more tourist oriented (Japan National Tourism Organization, 2017). Thus, have more commercial spaces and generate more complexity.
Table 3. Justified Graph Analysis (from Entrance) on Tokyo’s Famous Tourist Attraction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shinjuku Gyoen</th>
<th>Shibuya Crossing</th>
<th>Omotesando Hills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Depth:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total Depth:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total Depth:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo Tower</td>
<td>DiverCity of Odaiba</td>
<td>Odawara Castle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Depth:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total Depth:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total Depth:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamashita Park</td>
<td>Tokyo Skytree</td>
<td>Sensoji Temple and Nakamise-dori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Depth:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total Depth:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total Depth:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Author’s analysis, 2018)
3.4 Ambience or Atmosphere

According to the field study, the attractions that made to the top list of Tokyo’s tourist destination show various ambience or atmosphere. Several attractions are showing relaxing and calming ambience which is suitable for visitors with group or family. Several others are showing modernity and dynamic city life, such as Shibuya Crossing, Tokyo Skytree, and DiverCity, that attracts younger visitors. As the capital of Japan, Tokyo has Omotesando Hills that offers high-class shopping experience with many international brands being displayed. Attraction like Tokyo Tower and Sensoji Temple can mix more than one ambience very well. Dynamic urban life and traditional ambience is shown in Sensoji Temple where hundreds of people visit the ancient temple every day (Orcutt, 2012). Tokyo Tower successfully combines modernity of a skyscraper with traditional interior design in some shops. The relatively newly developed Yamashita Park put historical elements along its waterfront to combine the dynamic city life ambience and Japanese traditional value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Ambience or Atmosphere in each Tokyo’s Famous Tourist Attraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attraction</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shinjuku Gyoen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shibuya Crossing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Omotesando Hills offer an ambience of high-class shopping. Many international brands can be easily found here. The shops are well designed to enhance the luxury shopping experience.

(Source: Author, 2018)

Tokyo Tower offers a mix atmosphere of modernity and warm feeling. The modernity is shown by its materials and attracts young to adult visitors. The warmness come from the natural lighting and the interior of the souvenir shop, thus attract families and younger children.

(Source: Author, 2018)

The combination of high-technology installation on the outside and international style on the inside shops gives unique atmosphere to the mall. Hence it attracts more of younger visitors.
Consisted of castle from Edo period, Odawara Castle emits a strong traditional ambience. To support the castle itself, the surrounding shops are designed like the old Japanese buildings. People can enjoy the castle itself or just stroll around its vast yard.

Located in one of Tokyo's newest developed area, Yamashita Park shows how modern public park can cater for so many activities. A glimpse of historical values can be found in several spots (like the picture here shows old military vessel, indicating the history of the port city).
Tokyo Skytree exhibits modernity at its finest. The outdoor looks show the super-tall structure whereas the indoor shows modernity through its monochromatic color and the materials of the viewing deck.

Tokyo Skytree

(Source: japan-guide.com, December 4, 2018)

Sensoji Temple and Nakamise-dori

Sensoji is like the combination of Shibuya Crossing and Odawara Castle. This place is usually heavily crowded by tourists yet the buildings are as old as Odawara castle. The robustness of the area is successful in attracting visitors from various age and group. The huge temple indicates historical and traditional value of the site.

(Source: Author’s analysis, 2018)

3.5 Limitation and Recommendation of the Study

The main limitation of the research is the limited number of tourist attractions that is observed and analyzed. Among many attractions in Tokyo, the author classifies it into four groups. At least one example of attraction in each group is taken as the study object. However, there is no exact way yet on deciding which attraction represents its group the most. Hence, the election of the representative attraction is solely based on the popularity among travelers which data can be easily obtained. Next limitation comes from the variety of the attractions chosen for this study. Each attraction has unique physical entity that differs from one another. This makes the four analyses intended on this study might not be 100% suitable for each attraction. For example, the total depth analysis is more suitable for buildings instead of urban precinct. Lastly, technical limitation is also encountered in this study. The shortness of the trip prevents the authors to get more thorough information regarding the accessibility and amenities.

Since this research shows preliminary study on spatial character of Tokyo’s famous tourist attractions, several future studies are identified. The first one is a more detailed study on specific tourist attraction to get better understanding of its spatial feature. Another interesting study will concern specifically on the role of architecture in urban tourism. This field is already widely discussed among researchers, thus creates abundant background theory regarding this matter that makes specific case study on certain precinct possible and needed. The third is to conduct comparative research of urban tourism in two different cities, for example in Tokyo and Kyoto, or even further in
two different countries, for example Japan and Singapore. With this comparative study, the final goal would be identifying spatial character of urban tourism in broader region of Asia.

4. Conclusion

As a well-known example of urban tourism, Tokyo consists of several attraction points that support the tourism development of the city. Nine samples are observed in this study to formulate the contribution of its popularity in architectural perspective. Qualitative and quantitative data are presented on the previous chapter that shows both similarities and distinctions among those tourist attractions. The following points are derived from this study:

a. The provision of public realm in every study subjects is making visitors to enjoy the attractions better. Most of the attractions require the visitors to pay in order to enter more private space. However, public space is always free in all attractions. Even though the size of public space in each attraction varies, it makes paying policy to enter a specific attraction not mandatory.

b. In a busy city like Tokyo, travel efficiency is a thing that wished upon. To be able to visit several places without taking any public transport is one sign of travel efficiency. All study subjects here have at least seven smaller scale attractions within 1km radius around them, so people may enjoy it after the main attraction without the use of motorized transport. Moreover, these attractions have more than one entrance, facing different streets, thus making it easier to access from more than one metro station.

c. In a matter of space complexity, the attractions listed on this study have different Total Depth (TD) value. The author believes that the difference is mainly caused by the different typology of the place. The larger the place and the more public it is, the lower the TD value is and vice versa. Attractions like parks and heritage site tend to show lower TD value indicating low complexity and hence show high space integration. On the other hand, commercial places like shopping malls tend to have higher TD value indicating high complexity and hence show low space integration.

d. Similar to space complexity, the ambience of the nine study objects show different result for each attraction. The attractions are able to offer wide range of experience, from relaxing and traditional atmosphere that suits more to those who visit with family to dynamic and high-tech atmosphere such as towers as well as shopping malls.
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